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ABSTRACT Mechanical site preparation bymounding is often used by the forest industry to provide optimal
growth conditions for tree seedlings. Prior to planting, an essential step consists in estimating the number of
mounds at each planting block, which serves as planting microsites. This task often requires long and costly
field surveys, implying several forestry workers to performmanual counting procedure. This paper addresses
the problem of automating the counting process using computer vision and UAV imagery. We present
a supervised detection-based counting framework for estimating the number of planting microsites on a
mechanically prepared block. The system is trained offline to learn feature representations from semi-
automatically annotated images. Mound detection and counting are then performed on multispectral UAV
images captured at an altitude of 100 m. Our detection framework proceeds by generating region proposals
based on local binary patterns (LBP) features extracted from near-infrared (NIR) patches. A convolutional
neural network (CNN) is then used for classifying candidate regions by considering multispectral image
data. To train and evaluate the proposed method, we constructed a new dataset by capturing aerial images
from different planting blocks. The results demonstrate the efficiency and validity of the proposed method
under challenging experimental conditions. Themethods and results presented in this paper form a promising
cornerstone to develop advanced decision support systems for planning planting operations.
INDEX TERMS Precision forestry, computer vision, UAV imagery, artificial intelligence.
I. INTRODUCTION
For optimal survival and early yields of tree plantations,
forest managers employ silvicultural methods to promote
fast development of the root system, thus favoring water
and nutrient uptake [1]. However, certain conditions such as
high soil bulk density due to compaction by logging machin-
ery, high water table, and plant competition for resources
can severely impede root establishment of the planted trees
[2]. Under such conditions, mechanical site preparation is
generally useful because the induced disturbance can improve
the quality of planting microsites by increasing soil tem-
perature and water retention capacity, and decreasing soil
density and plant competition [3]. The redistribution of
some nutrient-rich soil layers at depths that coincide to the
rooting depth of tree seedlings is also expected to benefit
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was el-Hadi M. Aggoune.
juvenile growth [4]. Mechanical site preparation by mound-
ing (see Figure 1) is thus a recommended type of planting
microsite in North America [5].
One problem when planting is the difficulty in accurately
estimating the number of mounds created after a site was
mechanically prepared and is ready to be planted. The num-
ber of mounds varies due to several factors such as site
characteristics and preparation quality. It is usually esti-
mated by manual count and thus requires several workers,
is time-consuming, costly and subject to error. Uncertainties
associated with manual counting also leads to complex and
imprecise handling of seedlings in the field, which causes
monetary losses and planting delays.
Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) imagery, our
work aims to develop novel computer vision methods for
fast and accurate estimation of the number of mounds.
UAVs have recently led to significant changes in the forestry
practices, replacing satellites and aircraft in several data
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FIGURE 1. Examples of mechanically prepared mounds in the balsam
fir-white birch bioclimatic domain in Quebec, Canada (credits: Nicolas
Bélanger).
collection tasks, while substantially reducing the risk and
time of manual field work. However, existing forestry meth-
ods are not taking full advantage of important advances in
artificial intelligence and imaging technology.
Based on recent UAV imagery techniques and advanced
machine vision methods, we propose technological methods
of solving an important forestry problem. To do so, we com-
bine for the first time computer vision and UAV imagery to
automate the estimation of the number of planting microsites.
In our conception, mound detection and counting are per-
formed by automating the analysis of high-resolution aerial
images captured using a data acquisition UAV. We intro-
duce a novel framework exploiting multi-spectral images for
mound detection and counting. The proposed system is first
trained in an offline manner to distinguish mounds from
surrounding terrain on semi-automatically annotated images.
During offline training, detection models are constructed
based on a combination of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and
deep features. Online plantation microsite counting is then
performed in a two-stage detection approach. A cascade
detection algorithm is first used to generate object proposals
based on LBP features. Candidate objects are then analyzed
by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for final classifi-
cation as planting microsites or surrounding terrain.
To build prediction models and validate the proposed
methods, a new image dataset was created by overflying
mechanically prepared sites and capturing high-resolution
images. Based on results, a discussion of important
challenges and recommendations are provided for further
development of the proposed approach.
We believe that the use of UAV imagery in combination
with the proposed computer vision methods will contribute
to improving fieldwork conditions and saving considerable
time and money for forest managers. Our work represents a
starting point for promising decision support systems to be
used by forest managers when planning planting operations.
This paper is structured as followed. Section II
introduces background concepts and related works on auto-
matic object counting from images. Section III presents the
methods for detection and counting of planting microsites.
The experimental results are presented and discussed in IV.
Finally, section V presents a conclusion and suggests
directions for future work.
II. AUTOMATIC OBJECT COUNTING ON IMAGES:
RELATED WORK
Automatic object counting was one of the most active
research areas in computer vision during the last decade.With
recent advances in aerial imaging technologies and machine
learning, automatic object counting was used in a wide range
of applications, including:
• crowd analysis for several purposes, such as public
safety, disaster management, urban planning and behav-
ior analysis [6]–[8],
• counting microorganisms (e.g. cells on microscopic
images) [7], [9]–[12],
• vehicle counting for traffic control and congestion mon-
itoring [13]–[16],
• wildlife census and environmental surveys for plants or
animals [17], [18],
Automatic object countingmethods can be categorized into
traditional approaches and deep learning approaches, depend-
ing on their use of hand-crafted or deep features, respectively.
A. TRADITIONAL COUNTING APPROACHES
Traditional approaches are mostly based on hand-crafted
image features for appearance modeling. We can distinguish
three main strategies for using low-level visual features:
1) object detection techniques, 2) regression and density
estimation, and 3) clustering and segmentation.
1) COUNTING BY DETECTION
Automatic counting is implemented using a supervised object
detector for exhaustive search of object instances in the
image. The object detector often consists of a machine
learning model that is trained off-line on annotated data
to recognize the object of interest. Once the detector is
trained, a new image is processed by extracting and clas-
sifying visual features for candidate regions. Several repre-
sentation strategies can be used for feature extraction. For
example, a part-based strategy focuses on specific parts of
the objects [19], while a holistic representation uses global
features, such as the object shape and size [20] and color his-
tograms [21]. One of the limitations of counting by detection
methods is the difficulty in handling real-world situations,
such as occlusion caused by overlapping objects and scene
clutter.
2) COUNTING BY REGRESSION OR DENSITY ESTIMATION
Counting by regression also uses supervised learning from
annotated data. Instead of detecting objects individually,
counting by regression methods perform a direct map-
ping from image features to the number of objects in an
image [6], [7]. A continuous function can be used for lin-
ear mapping between image features and a density map.
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In this case, the integral over any region in the density map
provides the count of objects. As regression-based methods
do not rely on individual object detection, complex situations
such as occlusion, scene clutter, and perspective distortions
are implicitly handled.
3) COUNTING BY CLUSTERING AND SEGMENTATION
This approach is based on grouping (or clustering) image fea-
tures in an unsupervised manner. Ahuja and Todorovic [22]
used a tree structure to segment the entire image based on
a hierarchy of local features. Object counting was then per-
formed by identifying sub-trees having similar structural and
geometrical properties. Rabaud and Belongie. [8] proposed to
count moving objects by clustering image patches based on
motion similarities. Their method is based on the assumption
that a pair of points having similar motion are likely to belong
to the same object. Thus, the resulting clusters (or groups)
correspond to independently moving entities. Since counting
by clustering allows to obtain a pixel-level segmentation, this
approach is particularly appropriate for applications requiring
a precise extraction (or segmentation) of object regions from
images.
B. DEEP LEARNING-BASED METHODS
During the last decade, computer vision has Beena increas-
ingly influenced by the significant progress achieved by deep
learning in numerous tasks, especially in object detection and
recognition. Unlike previously discussed methods that are
dependent on hand-crafted features to represent objects, deep
learning-based methods rely on learned features obtained by
training convolutional neural networks (CNNs).
The AlexNet network [23] was proposed for counting
people on crowded images [24]. The original AlexNet archi-
tecture was slightly modified to produce the object count
for a given image patch. In a similar patch-based approach,
Li et al. [25] proposed a CNN architecture specifically
designed for detecting image patches corresponding to palm
trees from satellite images. Once the CNN is trained to rec-
ognize the object of interest, satellite images are processed
using a sliding window technique for individual detection of
trees on small patches.
Instead of extracting local image patches, other methods
propose to use the image as a whole to predict object count.
For example, Shang et al. [26] proposed a CNN model, com-
bining a GoogleNet architecture [27] for feature extraction
and long-short time memory decoders (LSTM) to perform
multiple local counts. This model uses an entire image as
input and provides the global object count through the mul-
tiple local counts. Zhang et al. [28] also proposed to use
the entire image as input for the CNN to produce a crowd
density map, with its integral giving the overall crowd count.
For a more complete literature review covering CNN-based
counting methods, the reader is referred to [29].
Due to their rich hierarchy and design flexibility, CNN
models provided significant progress and brought new ideas
to the counting problem formulation. However, the network
performance for a given problem highly depends on architec-
ture options and hyperparameter optimization, which limits
the reusability of the proposed models. Another issue with
deep learning relates to the need for a large amount of labeled
data for offline-learning. The lack of training data can be
addressed by augmentation of the training dataset, such as
in [30], where data augmentation is used to provide scale
invariant representations.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
A. MOTIVATIONS AND OVERVIEW
To collect aerial images of the mechanically prepared
planting blocks, we used a data acquisition UAV system
equipped with a multispectral sensor. We aim to automati-
cally estimate the number of mounds in an image without
requiring an accurate localization of the objects of interest,
nor a precise segmentation. Situations of occlusion and over-
lapping objects are not part of our application constraints due
to the vertical angle of camera view. Therefore, we propose
a supervised counting by detection approach to estimate the
number of plantingmicrosites. This requires trainingmachine
learning algorithms using annotated images. Once the system
is trained, mound detection on a new image is performed in
two steps:
1) generating object proposals using a cascade detection
algorithm,
2) binary classification of candidate objects as planting
microsites or background regions using a CNN model.
By using LBP features, the cascade algorithm generates
a large number of candidate patches that are considered as
object proposals (or candidate objects). The object proposals
are then processed by a trained CNN model in order to
confirm or reject each proposal. The two models (i.e. cascade
and CNN) are trained using the same annotated dataset of
multispectral images, including positive and negative train-
ing examples. However, the visual information is exploited
distinctly. The cascade algorithm uses LBP features from the
NIR band, whereas the CNN model is trained using tridi-
mensional patches, including blue, green, and NIR channels.
By taking advantage of both LBP and deep features, our con-
ception allows a robust feature representation against object
appearance variation.
In the following sections, we present the three main
methodological steps of the proposed framework: 1) dataset
construction and system training, 2) generation of object
proposals, and 3) final classification of candidate regions.
B. DATASET CONSTRUCTION AND SYSTEM TRAINING
The aerial multispectral images are captured by orienting
the sensor vertically during stationary flights at an alti-
tude of 100 m. An image of a mechanically prepared
block captured at 100 m of altitude included from 1300 to
1600 mounds, depending on site characteristics. Once the
images are collected, we performed semi-automatic anno-
tation to extract training examples representing two classes
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FIGURE 2. The flowchart of dataset construction and system training.
of objects: 1) positive examples corresponding to mounds,
and 2) negative examples representing background terrain.
First, objects of interest were manually annotated by
drawing bounding boxes surrounding each mound. Every
annotated image patch was extracted to be used as a positive
sample for training machine learning algorithms. Second,
using the center locations of the manually annotated mounds,
two types of negative samples were automatically generated:
1) samples on skidder tracks and 2) samples on the surround-
ing background of mounds. Figure 2 illustrates the workflow
for training the algorithms.
The negative skidder track samples were extracted by
creating a binary image B from the initial annotations,
in which bounding boxes regions corresponding to positive
examples were considered as foregrounds. Then, a set of
patches was selected by sliding an average-size window over
the binary image and retaining candidate patches having less
than 25% overlapping ratio with foreground pixels. This
selection process can be formulated as
ω is

selected if
∑
x∈ω
B(x)
|ω| < 0.25
ignored otherwise,
(1)
where B(x) is the binary value for the pixel defined by the
coordinate vector x, and |ω| is the number of pixels in the
sliding window ω. Once the selection process is completed,
the binary image is updated to include the newly extracted
bounding boxes. This method extracts negative patches in
areas where manual annotations (i. e. positive examples) have
a low density. These regions generally correspond to the
terrain affected by the tracks of the excavator. (Figure 3a).
However, this method results in an under-representation of
negative samples due to the high overlapping ratio of the
terrain surrounding the mounds. The second step of negative
sampling aims thus to extract negative examples on the terrain
surrounding the mounds (i.e. with a high density of positive
examples).
This is achieved by computing a set C containing the
centers of the annotated bounding boxes. Then, a distance
map D is calculated on background pixels, such as
D(x) = min
xc∈C
(‖x− xc‖), (2)
where ‖.‖ denotes the Euclidean distance and xc the coordi-
nate vector of each annotated bounding box center. Therefore,
each background pixel on the distance map represents the
minimum distance to a bounding box center. Consequently,
the local maxima on the distance map correspond to pixels
that tend to be equidistant of neighboring mounds. These
local maxima are finally selected as centers for the negative
patches in between the mounds (Figure 3b).
C. OBJECT PROPOSALS
The first stage of the proposed detection framework per-
forms a rapid extraction of candidate windows that are
likely to contain mounds. This is achieved by using a LBP
feature-based detector [31] on NIR images. During train-
ing, weak classifiers based on LBP features are boosted to
yield a linear combination of stronger classifiers [32]. Once
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FIGURE 3. Example of negative sample extraction. Centers of positive
samples are shown in yellow (+) and bounding boxes of negative
samples in red: (a) skidder and excavator trails/tracks and (b)
surrounding background of mounds. For visual clarity, the MS image is
displayed in grayscale.
the model is trained, a new image is processed through a
cascade classification procedure, by assessing the strongest
(i.e. most discriminant) classifiers to rapidly discard negative
(or background) regions.
Using the cascade classification generates a large num-
ber of detections. However, we observed that texture
characteristics provided by LBP do not ensure sufficiently
discriminative representation against background clutter and
appearance variability of planting microsites. This resulted in
the generation of a large number of false positive detections.
Therefore, we consider image patches provided by the cas-
cade algorithm as candidate regions, which has to be analyzed
by a CNN for final classification.
D. CNN-BASED CLASSIFICATION
The object detection and counting is formulated as a binary
classification problem of candidate regions provided by the
cascade algorithm. We used the AlexNet CNN model [23]
pre-trained on the ImageNet database, and transferred the
initially learned feature representations to our recognition
task [33]. More specifically, the network was fine-tuned by
setting the classification output layer according to the two
classes:mound and background terrain, and by retraining the
last two fully connected layers on the annotated MS images.
The weights on initial layers were frozen during transfer
learning, as they correspond to general features that can be
reused in different recognition tasks [34].
Once region proposals are generated by the cascade
method, the fine-tuned CNN model is applied to iteratively
classify each 70 × 70 image patch centered around the
candidate object. For a given candidate region, the softmax
layer of the CNN yields the probability distribution over the
two classes mound and background terrain, which results in
retaining or rejecting the object. Figure 4 illustrates the online
detection and counting on a new aerial image.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. DATA ACQUISITION AND SETTINGS
The study area of this research is located as shown in figure 5,
near the city of Sherbrooke (45◦34’47.6‘‘N 71◦49’35.3’’W),
south of the province of Quebec, Canada. We collected aerial
images by hovering private forest sites. Mounds with a height
of approximately 50 cm and a diameter of 80 cm were
constructed with an excavator equipped with a 45 cm-wide
bucket. Each mound was planned to accept one seedling of a
very fast growing hybrid poplar clone.
Flights were performed using the DJI Matrice 100 UAV
shown in Figure 6. We used two sensors: Zenmuse X3 Mul-
tispectral (B, G, NIR) and Zenmuse X3 Visual (R, G, B).
We captured aerial images during stationary flights at an
altitude ranging from 50 to 125 m. The sensor was set at
a vertical angle. The size of each image is 4000 × 2250.
The proposed computer vision algorithms were implemented
using Matlab on a PC (CPU i7-8700 @ 3.2GHZ, 6 cores)
equipped with a GPU Nvidia Geforce GTX 1070.
Approximately 18000 mounds were manually annotated
on the collected images. Negative examples representing the
background were automatically generated, as described in
section III-B. We were thus able to explore the efficiency of
several acquisition settings, image types, as well as several
visual features. The results reported thereafter were obtained
using multispectral images captured at an altitude of 100 m
from four different planting blocks.
B. RESULTS
To evaluate the detection performance of the proposed
framework, we calculated the precision, recall, and F1
measures as followed:
• precision (Eq. 3) is the percentage of correct detections
among all the detected mounds,
• recall (Eq. 4) is the percentage of correctly detected
mounds over the total number of mounds in the ground
truth,
• F1 score (Eq. 5) is the harmonic average of precision and
recall.
The three metrics are defined as follows:
Precision = TP
TP+ FP (3)
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FIGURE 4. Proposed method for mound detection and counting on a new UAV multispectral image.
FIGURE 5. Data collection from the study area located in southern Quebec, Canada. We hovered mechanically prepared planting
blocks using visible and multispectral sensors mounted on the UAV (see Figure 6).
FIGURE 6. Unmanned aerial vehicle used for data acquisition: (a) DJI
Matrice 100 and (b) DJI Zenmuse X3 multispectral sensor (B-G-NIR).
Recall = TP
TP+ FN (4)
F1 = 2× Precision× RecallPrecision+ Recall (5)
where TP are the true positives (i.e. number of correctly
detected mounds), FP are false positives (i.e. number of
objects incorrectly detected as mounds), and FN denote false
negatives (i.e. number of missed mounds). On a test image,
a detection was considered as correct if the center of the
detected mound and the center of a mound in the ground truth
was less than or equal to 35 pixels. During method develop-
ment, we experimentally. explored several image acquisition
settings (e.g. flight altitude, sensor type) as well as various
algorithm implementation options (e.g. features for region
proposal generation, patch sizes, CNN models). The optimal
performance of the proposed framework was obtained using
MS images captured at an altitude of 100 m.
The system performance was rigorously evaluated using
a cross-validation technique. We used four MS images,
i.e. one image corresponding to each of the four planting
blocks mechanically prepared by mounding. The center loca-
tion of the four blocks is approximately located as shown in
Figure 5 and images did not overlap. Four experiments were
performed. Each experiment comprised two steps:
1) training the models on three images of three distinct
planting blocks,
2) testing the system on the image of the remaining fourth
block.
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FIGURE 7. Detection results on NIR image of a mechanically prepared
planting block captured at a flight altitude of 100 m. Ground truth
centers correspond to yellow (+), true positives to green squares
and false positives to red squares. For visual clarity, the MS image
is displayed in grayscale.
TABLE 1. Quantitative detection results for each testing block and
average results. Percentages in bold font correspond to the best achieved
result for each measure.
The detection performance was therefore assessed on unseen
data collected from an independent planting block. This was
used to validate the robustness of the proposed approach to
the environmental variability between planting blocks.
Figure 7 shows qualitative detection results for the
proposed framework. Detailed quantitative results for the four
blocks are presented in Table 1. The highest F1 score and
recall values were obtained for B3, with respectively 90%
and 81%. Based on F1 score as an overall accuracy indicator,
the detection was more accurate for blocks 3 and 4, with F1
scores exceeding 80%. This result can be explained by the
fact that the first two blocks were more affected by visual per-
turbation factors, including uneven illumination conditions,
occlusion by woody debris and coarse rock fragments, water
accumulation, and especially mound erosion and collapse
by rainwater. Figure 8 illustrates examples of these limiting
factors. Despite challenging conditions affecting at various
levels the four study blocks, results demonstrate the validity
and the robustness of detection approach.
In regard to the counting method traditionally used,
it should be noted that due to the vast extent and difficult
access of planting blocks, manual counting through direct
observation is generally made for a small sample region. The
final estimation of the number of mounds for a given block is
then obtained by extrapolation, assuming that mound density
is constant. However, mound density may vary depending
on site characteristics and excavation operations. The tradi-
tional method thus implies errors, manual counting, but also
because of the constant density assumption. The resulting
relative counting error is estimated to approximately 15%
by forest managers. By adopting a detection-based approach
that analyses entire image regions, our method improves
performance compared to the actual method, with an average
relative counting error of 13.8%. Our method also offers
significant advantages in terms of deployment flexibility and
data collection/processing speed.
C. DISCUSSION
This research is the first of its kind. It explores the use of
UAV imagery and computer vision for automatic estimation
of the number of planting microsites. We believe that this
contribution will stimulate the interest of the scientific com-
munity. We also anticipate significant progress to be achieved
during upcoming years on automatic counting of planting
microsites, and more generally on the use of UAV imagery
and computer vision for planning planting operations. In this
section, we discuss aspects related to design options and
important computer vision challenges faced in our project.
1) FLIGHT SETTINGS
The sensor orientation angle and flight altitude are the two
main acquisition parameters. Capturing images by orienting
the sensor vertically at a sufficiently high altitude allows for a
high (and direct) visibility of planting microsites. Therefore,
we alleviated the effect of occlusion by other background
objects, while situations such as mutual occlusion between
mounds almost never occurred, despite that somemounds can
be significantly higher than neighboring ones.
Flying at high altitude also simplifies the image acquisition
and preprocessing stages prior to applying automatic count-
ing algorithms. In fact, for the sake of practicality, automatic
counting at a given block should be preceded by mapping the
area of interest to collect overlapping images. An orthomo-
saic is then created from the overlapping images to represent
the entire area of interest. This step can be performed using
photogrammetry software (e.g. PIX4D), generally based on
Structure From Motion (SFM) algorithms [35].
The higher the flight altitude, the fewer images are needed
to map a given area of interest. This not only minimizes
UAV battery usage, but also orthomosaic production errors.
However, since high-altitude flights reduce the level of details
in the images, it is important to find a good trade-off between
flight altitude and image quality. In our work, we noticed
that the system performance decreases beyond an altitude
of 100 m.
2) IMAGE TYPES AND VISUAL FEATURES
Two different sensors were mounted on the drone for data
acquisition: a visual sensor providing RGB images, and
a multispectral sensor specifically designed for vegetation
sensing by capturing BG-NIR images. Figure 5 shows an
example of each image type captured in this work (i.e. RGB,
BG-NIR). After exploring both image types, we observed
that MS images allow better visibility of planting microsites,
while RGB images present a high sensitivity to illumination
variation.
We also analyzed each channel separately and evaluated
the relevance of several visual features, including LBP [36],
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FIGURE 8. Examples of limiting factors on MS images captured at an altitude of 100 m. (a) image region with a good visibility of
mounds. (b) water accumulation and mound erosion/deterioration caused by heavy rain events. (c) occlusion due to the presence
of woody debris on the forest floor.
HOG [37], and Haar-like features [31]. We suggest that LBP
features, when extracted from NIR bands, provide valuable
texture information for mound recognition. LBP features
were thus used in the first stage of our procedure to generate
a large number of object proposals.
In the second stage, we perform CNN classification of
candidate objects by exploiting the entire MS information.
Our idea is motivated by the observation that region proposals
include a large number of false positives, suggesting that
LBP texture characteristics are not sufficiently discriminative
against background clutter and appearance variability. Due to
its rich feature representation, the CNN model allows to sig-
nificantly improve the system accuracy by retaining or reject-
ing the candidate object.
3) CNN MODEL
We investigated various options regarding deep learning
models by adapting pre-trained CNN models for mound
and counting. In addition to the AlexNet architecture, we
experimentally evaluated transfer learning with several
other models including VGG [38], GoogLeNet [39], and
ResNet [40]. In the context of binary classification of region
proposals, the best performance was achieved by AlexNet on
70× 70 BG-NIR patches representing candidate objects.
We also explored the development of a specific archi-
tecture for the studied detection problem, which is similar
to [25] who designed a specific CNNmodel for detecting and
counting palm trees from satellite images. However, finding
the appropriate network architecture was extremely arduous,
involving a long task of parameter optimization. It appears
that our detection problemwithmounds ismore complex than
for palm trees for two reasons:
1) the relatively large size of our objects of interest on
UAV images (ranging approximately between 70× 70
and 100× 100 pixel) compared to palm trees on satel-
lite images (17 × 17 pixels), which requires a more
sophisticated CNN architecture and a greater number
of parameters,
2) the significant variability in the appearance of mounds.
4) LIMITING FACTORS AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the variability in the appearance of the planting
microsites, automatic detection and counting were very chal-
lenging in certain regions (or terrains). In fact, mounds may
have different visual properties depending on several per-
turbation factors, including site characteristics, operation of
excavator, presence of woody debris, and water accumulation
in bowls. Moreover, in the context of intensive silviculture,
planting blocks are often along hillslopes. Heavy rain events
may favor mound erosion, thus deteriorating the planting
microsites. Figure 8 shows examples of regions affected by
these limiting factors. In order tomitigate the effects of hydro-
climatic conditions, we recommend performing overflights
and image capture as soon as mechanical site preparation is
complete.
Such situations imply challenges not only for the automatic
detection of mounds (because of the contamination of appear-
ance models), but also for the manual annotation that
becomes difficult and subjective. Indeed, it was noticed that
when the visual recognition of amound is difficult, the human
annotator predicts its position and size taking into account
the positions and sizes of neighboring mounds. In other
words, the annotator takes into account the density of neigh-
boring regions to predict the positions of the mounds that
are obscured or deteriorated. Consequently, such annotations
may result in contaminating the appearance model by includ-
ing irrelevant features from the background or occluding
objects.
For future work, we suggest addressing these real-world
difficulties by integrating the concept of uncertainty to the
computer vision framework. A more flexible annotation
procedure would include two levels:
• annotating the objects of interest individually (or
locally) when they are sufficiently visible,
• indicating image regions where objects are difficult
or impossible to annotate.
Starting from these annotations, a promising direction for
further development of detection/counting algorithms would
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be to draw inspiration from the human annotation reasoning
described above. From a computer vision perspective, this
reasoning could be translated into an automatic counting
method that combines both detection and density approaches
(see section II). A new image could thus be preprocessed by
distinguishing two region categories: 1) regions with suffi-
ciently visible objects, from 2) those that exhibit some com-
plexity. Automatic counting on regions from the first category
can then be conducted by detection while the counts for the
remaining regions can be globally predicted using a density
function that considers the counting results in neighboring
regions from the first category. Note that this process is based
on the same assumption of the human annotator, suggesting
that the proximity between image regions implies similar
densities of mounds.
V. CONCLUSION
By using UAV imagery, we proposed novel computer vision
solutions to automate the detection and counting of plant-
ing microsites (i.e. mounds) that were mechanically pre-
pared using an excavator. Our framework combines classical
image features with deep learning methods in a counting-
by-detection approach. The experimental results demonstrate
the validity of our approach on a challenging dataset created
using a multispectral sensor mounted on a UAV. This research
provides novel ideas and valuable discussions for further
development of this type of application.
Our future work will aim at improving system perfor-
mance. First, we will explore the combination of detection
and density-based approaches in order to handle difficult
situations such as rugged terrain and erosion of planting
microsites. Future efforts will also be devoted to the explo-
ration of other UAV imaging technologies such as thermal
imagery. Our idea is motivated by the temperature differ-
ence between a mound and the surrounding terrain, making
mounds more distinguishable on thermal infrared images.
The surface of the mounds is generally made of mineral soil
and is bare of vegetation, whereas the surrounding terrain
is covered by a forest floor (organic matter) and vegetation.
Therefore, a thermal infrared sensor would allow capturing
the contrast in temperature between the mounds (warmer
mineral soil) and the surrounding terrain (colder forest floor
and vegetation).
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